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ABSTRACT 

Data science methods have the potential to benefit other scientific fields by shedding new light on 

common questions. One such task is help to make predictions on medical data. Diabetes mellitus or 

simply diabetes is a disease caused due to the increase level of blood glucose. Various traditional 

methods, based on physical and chemical tests, are available for diagnosing diabetes. The methods 

strongly based on the data mining techniques can be effectively applied for high blood pressure risk 

prediction. In this paper, we explore the early prediction of diabetes via five different data mining 

methods including Gaussian mixture model (GMM), support vector machine (SVM), Logistic 

regression, ELM, ANN (Artificial Neural Network). The experiment result proves that ANN provides 

the highest accuracy than other techniques. 

Keywords: Diabetes, Data mining, Gaussian mixture model, support vector machine, Artificial neural 

network. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Human body needs energy for activation. The carbohydrates are broken down to glucose, which is the 

important energy source for human body cells. Insulin is needed to transport the glucose into body 

cells. The blood glucose is supplied with insulin and glucagon hormones produced by pancreas. 

Insulin hormones produced by the beta cells of the islets of Langerhans and glucagon hormones are 

produced by the alpha cells of the islets of Langerhans in the pancreas. When the blood glucose 

increases, beta cells are stimulated and insulin is given to the blood. Insulin enables blood glucose to 

get into the cells and this glucose is used for energy.  

So blood glucose is kept in a narrow range. Diabetes is a chronic disease with the potential to cause a 

worldwide health care crisis. According to International Diabetes Federation 382 million people are 

living with diabetes across the whole world. By 2035, this will be doubled as 592 million [1]. 

However, early prediction of diabetes is quite challenging task for medical practitioners due to 

complex interdependence on various factors. Diabetes affects human organs such as kidney, eye, 

heart, nerves, foot etc. Data mining is a process to extract useful information from large database, as 

there are very large and enormous data available in hospitals and medical related diabetes. It is a 

multidisciplinary field of computer science which involves computational process, machine learning, 

statistical techniques, classification, clustering and discovering patterns.  

Recently, Data mining techniques have been widely used in predicting the data like time-series [2, 3]. 

A number of data mining algorithms have been proposed for early prediction of disease with higher 

accuracy in order to save human life and reduce the treatment cost [4]. Thus, applying these 

algorithms to predict diabetes should be done. In our work, we used five different supervised learning 

methods to conduct our experiment. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

K.VijiyaKumar et al. [17] proposed random Forest algorithm for the Prediction of diabetes develop a 

system which can perform early prediction of diabetes for a patient with a higher accuracy by using 

Random Forest algorithm in ma- chine learning technique. The proposed model gives the best results 
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for diabetic prediction and the result showed that the prediction system is capable of predicting the 

diabetes disease effectively, efficiently and most importantly, instantly.  

Muhammad Azeem Sarwar et al. [18] proposed study on prediction of diabetes using machine 

learning algorithms in healthcare they applied six different machine learning algorithms Performance 

and accuracy of the applied algorithms is discussed and compared. Comparison of the different 

machine learning techniques used in this study reveals which algorithm is best suited for prediction of 

diabetes. Diabetes Prediction is becoming the area of interest for researchers in order to train the 

program to identify the patient are diabetic or not by applying proper classifier on the dataset. Based 

on previous research work, it has been observed that the classification process is not much improved. 

Hence a system is required as Diabetes Prediction is important area in computers, to handle the issues 

identified based on previous research. 

TejasN. Joshi et al. [19] presented Diabetes Prediction Using Machine Learning Techniques aims to 

predict diabetes via three different supervised machine learning methods including: SVM, Logistic 

regression, ANN. This project pro- poses an effective technique for earlier detection of the diabetes 

disease.  

NonsoNnamoko et al. [20] presented predicting diabetes onset: an ensemble supervised learning 

approach they used five widely used classifiers are employed for the ensembles and a meta-classifier 

is used to aggregate their outputs. The results are presented and compared with simi- lar studies that 

used the same dataset within the literature. It is shown that by using the proposed method, diabetes 

onset prediction can be done with higher accuracy.  

Deeraj Shetty et al. [21] proposed diabetes disease prediction using data mining assemble Intelligent 

Diabetes Disease Prediction System that gives analysis of diabetes malady utilizing diabetes patients 

database. In this system, they propose the use of algorithms like Bayesian and KNN (K-Nearest 

Neighbor) to apply on diabetes patients database and analyze them by taking various attributes of 

diabetes for prediction of diabetes disease. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this work, five different data mining methods are used to conduct the early prediction over 

diabetes, they are including: GMM, ELM, SVM, Logistic regression and ANN. In this section, we 

will specificity discuss them. 

3.1 Prediction Using GMM Classifier Algorithm 

A Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is a probabilistic model that assumes all the data points are 

generated from a mixture of a finite number of Gaussian distributions with unknown parameters. One 

can think of mixture models as generalizing k-means clustering to incorporate information about the 

covariance structure of the data as well as the centres of the latent Gaussians. The Gaussian Mixture 

Model Classifier is useful and basic supervised learning classifier algorithm that is able to classify a 

large group of N-dimensional signals. A Bayesian Gaussian mixture model is normally stretched to 

match a set of multivariate normal distributions modelling a vector   with   random variables. A 

vector of parameters may be modelled using a Gaussian mixture model prior distribution and the 

vector of estimates is given by: 

 

Note that the ith vector component is characterized by normal distributions with weights   , means    

and covariance matrices Σi. To include this prior into a Bayesian estimation, the prior is multiplied 

with the known distribution  (   )which is given by: 
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Note that new parameter ,   and Σi that are updated using the EM algorithm.  

Applying GMM classifier has two steps. In training stage, GMM classifier is trained for each class. 

The probability distribution functions are calculated for each class. In application stage, a class of the 

maximum probability density function is assigned to this class.  

The application of GMM is very wide. For instance, in image processing and computer vision, 

traditional image segmentation models often assign to one pixel only one exclusive pattern. In fuzzy 

or soft segmentation, any pattern can have certain "ownership" over any single pixel. If the patterns 

are Gaussian, fuzzy segmentation naturally results in Gaussian mixtures. In addition, GMM is also 

used as classifier to help doctor predict disease.  

In our experiment, the GMM was established to predict the diabetes. Since we just need to predict 

whether one patient will suffer from diabetes or not, so two models was established with each model 

consisting of some Gaussian components. For initialization of the parameters over the model plays a 

important role on the fmal accuracy of the model, many experiments with different amount of 

Gaussian Components were conducted. 

3.2 Prediction Using ANN 

 The artificial neural network is much similar as natural neural network of a brain. Artificial Neural 

networks (ANN) typically consist of multiple layers or a cube design, and the signal path traverses 

from front to back. Back propagation is the use of forward stimulation to reset weights on the "front" 

neural units and this is sometimes done in combination with training where the correct result is 

known. More modern networks are a bit freer flowing in terms of stimulation and inhibition with 

connections interacting in a much more chaotic and complex fashion. Dynamic neural networks are 

the most advanced, in that they dynamically can, based on rules, form new connections and even new 

neural units while disabling others.  

Generally, the artificial neural network is consisting of the layers and network function, the layers of 

the network are including: input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The input neurons define all the 

input attribute values for the data mining model. In our work, the number of neurons is 7, since each 

item in our data set has 7 attributes, including: Glucose, Blood Pressure, Skin Thickness, Isulin, BMI, 

Diabetes Pedigree Function, and age. For the hidden layer, hidden neurons receive inputs from input 

neurons and provide outputs to output neurons. The hidden layer is where the various probabilities of 

the inputs are assigned weights. A weight describes the relevance or importance of a particular input 

to the hidden neuron. Mathematically, a neuron's network function  ( ) is defined as composition of 

other functions gi(x), which can further be defined as a composition of other functions. This can be 

conveniently represented as a network structure, with arrows depicting the dependencies between 

variables. A widely used type of composition is the nonlinear weighted sum, where  ( )  

 (∑     ( ) ) , where   (commonly referred to as the activation function) is some predefined 

function, such as the hyperbolic tangent and sigmoid function. The important characteristic of the 

activation function is that it provides a smooth transition as input values change, like a small change 

in input produces a small change in output.  

The artificial neural networks are applied to tend to fall within the broad categories. Application areas 

include the system identification and control (vehicle control, trajectory prediction, process control, 

natural resources management), quantum chemistry, game-playing and decision making 

(backgammon, chess, poker), pattern recognition (radar systems, face identification, object 

recognition and more), sequence recognition (gesture, speech, handwritten text recognition), medical 
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diagnosis, financial applications (e.g. automated trading systems), data mining (or knowledge 

discovery in databases, "KDD"), visualization and e-mail spam filtering. Artificial neural networks 

have also been used to diagnose several cancers. An ANN based hybrid lung cancer detection system 

named HLND improves the accuracy of diagnosis and the speed of lung cancer radiology. These 

networks have also been used to diagnose prostate cancer. The diagnoses can be used to make specific 

models taken from a large group of patients compared to information of one given patient. The 

models do not depend on assumptions about correlations of different variables. Colorectal cancer has 

also been predicted using the neural networks. Neural networks could predict the outcome for a 

patient with colorectal cancer with more accuracy than the current clinical methods. After training, the 

networks could predict multiple patient outcomes from unrelated institutions.  

In our work, we use ANN to predict the diabetes. The best resultis obtained when the number of 

hidden layers is 2, and the number of each hidden neurons is 5. The  ( )          was chosen as 

network function. At the beginning, the parameters were initialized randomly. Concerning the 

optimization methods, the SGD (stochastic gradient descend) was chosen. For the sake of the higher 

accuracy, the other contrast tests were conducted as well. However, due to the limitation of the 

amount and availability of the training data sets, the range of the number of the hidden layer is set 

from 1 to 3, and the number of the neurons is from 5 to 10. 

3.3 Prediction Using ELM (Extreme Learning Machine)  

Extreme learning machines are feed forward neural network for classification or regression with a 

single layer of hidden nodes, where the weights connecting inputs to hidden nodes are randomly 

assigned and never updated. The weights between hidden nodes and outputs are learned in a single 

step, which essentially amounts to learning a linear model. 

 

According to their creators, these models are able to produce good generalization performance and 

learn thousands of times faster than networks trained using back propagation. The simplest ELM 

training algorithm learns a model of the form: where    is the matrix of input-to-hidden-Iayer 

weights, (J is some activation function, and    is the matrix of hidden-to-output-Iayer weights. 

Generally, the    would be filled with Gaussian random noise and    can be estimated by least -

squares fit. As a learning technique, ELM has demonstrated good potentials to resolving regression 

and classification problems and also provides a unified learning platform with a widespread type of 

feature mappings. In addition, ELM can approximate any target continuous function and classify any 

disjoint regions. From the optimization method point of view, ELM has milder optimization 

constraints compared to LSSVM and PSVM; Recently, ELM techniques have received considerable 

attention in computational intelligence and machine learning communities, in both theoretic study and 

applications. Some prior work has revealed that ELM method can be applied to many fields and has 

achieved fantastic results. Inspired by the Tiwari, who utilized the ELM method in forecasting daily 

urban water demand from limited data, and finally demonstrated the superiority of the ELM over 

other methods. Consequently, we also carry our experiments over ELM model and the best result is 

fixed in 82% with 10 neurons and f(x)=sigmoid in the hidden layer. 

3.4 Predicting Using Logistic Regression and SVM In statistics  

Logistic regression is a regression model where the dependent variable is categorical, namely binary 

dependent variable-that is, where it can take only two values, "0" and "1", which represent outcomes 

such as pass/fail, win/lose, alive/dead or healthy/sick. Logistic regression is used in various fields, 

including machine learning, most medical fields, and social sciences. For example, the Trauma and 
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Injury Severity Score (TRISS), which is widely used to predict mortality in injured patients, was 

originally developed using logistic regression. 

Many other medical scales used to assess severity of a patient have been developed using logistic 

regression. The technique can also be used in engineering, especially for predicting the probability of 

failure of a given process, system or product. It is also used in marketing applications such as 

prediction of a customer's propensity to purchase a product or halt a subscription. In economics it can 

be used to predict the likelihood of a person's choosing to be in the labour force, and a business 

application is about to predict the likelihood of a homeowner defaulting on a mortgage. Conditional 

random fields, an extension of logistic regression to sequential data, are used in natural language 

processing. In this paper, Logistic regression was used to predict whether a patient suffer from 

diabetes, based on seven observed characteristics of the patient. Concerning the complexity and 

variety of the patient, the expected result was failed to be achieved.  

The SVM was first proposed by Vapnik, and SVM is a set of related supervised learning method 

always used in medical diagnosis for classification and regression. SVM simultaneously minimize the 

empirical classification error and maximize the geometric margin. So SVM is called Maximum 

Margin Classifiers. SVM is a general algorithm based on guaranteed risk bounds of statistical learning 

theory, so called structural risk minimization principle. SVMs can efficiently perform nonlinear 

classification using what is called the kernel trick, implicitly mapping their inputs into high-

dimensional feature spaces. The kernel trick allows constructing the classifier without explicitly 

knowing the feature space. Recently, SVM has attracted a high degree of interest in the machine 

learning research community. 

Several recent studies have reported that the SVM (support vector machines) generally are capable of 

delivering higher performance in terms of classification accuracy than the other data classification 

algorithms. SVM is a technique suitable for binary classification tasks, so we choose SVM to predict 

the diabetes. To avoid over fitting due to the same data for the training and testing of SVM-based 

model, a 10-fold cross-validation strategy was used in the training data set. In this regard, the total 

data set was partitioned into 10 nearly equal subsets. In each of the 10 steps, 9/10 of the sample was 

used for training and 1/10 for testing. To evaluate the robustness of the SVM model, we choose 

various kernel functions in the SVM technique for predicting the diabetes. And our experiments 

revealed that SVM with RBF showed better performance than with other kernel functions (Liner, 

Polynomial) in accuracy as the best result is around 0.74 and it is far below our expectation. This is 

our first study to investigate predictors of disease by means of SVM, and it failed to present good 

performance. The reason is SVM is well known for its discriminative power for classification, 

especially in the cases where a large number of features are involved, and in our case where the 

dimension of the feature is 7. Further studies will be conducted with a larger number of features 

related to our case. 

3.5 SYSTEM MODULES 

This project valuates the performance of various data mining algorithm such as SVM, Logistic 

Regression, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and EML (Extreme 

Machine Learning) to predict diabetes disease. Among all algorithms ANN is giving better prediction 

Accuracy. 

3.5.1 SVM working details 

Machine learning involves predicting and classifying data and to do so we employ various machine 

learning algorithms according to the dataset. SVM or Support Vector Machine is a linear model for 

classification and regression problems. It can solve linear and non-linear problems and work well for 
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many practical problems. The idea of SVM is simple: The algorithm creates a line or a hyperplane 

which separates the data into classes. In machine learning, the radial basis function kernel, or RBF 

kernel, is a popular kernel function used in various kernelized learning algorithms. In particular, it is 

commonly used in support vector machine classification. As a simple example, for a classification 

task with only two features (like the image above), you can think of a hyperplane as a line that 

linearly separates and classifies a set of data. 

3.5.2 ANN Working Procedure 

To demonstrate how to build an ANN neural network-based image classifier, we shall build a 6 layer 

neural network that will identify and separate one image from other. This network that we shall build 

is a very small network that we can run on a CPU as well. Traditional neural networks that are very 

good at doing image classification have many more parameters and take a lot of time if trained on 

normal CPU. However, our objective is to show how to build a real-world convolutional neural 

network using TENSORFLOW. 

Neural Networks are essentially mathematical models to solve an optimization problem. They are 

made of neurons, the basic computation unit of neural networks. A neuron takes an input (say x), do 

some computation on it (say: multiply it with a variable w and adds another variable b) to produce a 

value (say; z= wx + b). This value is passed to a non-linear function called activation function (f) to 

produce the final output (activation) of a neuron. There are many kinds of activation functions. One of 

the popular activation functions is Sigmoid. The neuron which uses sigmoid function as an activation 

function will be called sigmoid neuron. Depending on the activation functions, neurons are named and 

there are many kinds of them like RELU, TanH. 

If you stack neurons in a single line, it’s called a layer; which is the next building block of neural 

networks. See below image with layers. 

 

Fig. 1: Building block of neural networks. 

To predict disease class multiple layers, operate on each other to get best match layer and this process 

continues till no more improvement left. 

Extreme machine learning (EML) is feed forward neural networks for classification, regression, 

clustering, sparse approximation, compression and feature learning with a single layer or multiple 

layers of hidden nodes, where the parameters of hidden nodes (not just the weights connecting inputs 

to hidden nodes) need not be tuned. These hidden nodes can be randomly assigned and never updated 

(i.e., they are random projection but with nonlinear transforms), or can be inherited from their 

ancestors without being changed. In most cases, the output weights of hidden nodes are usually 
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learned in a single step, which essentially amounts to learning a linear model. The name "extreme 

learning machine" (ELM) was given to such models by its main inventor Guang-Bin Huang. 

According to their creators, these models are able to produce good generalization performance and 

learn thousands of times faster than networks trained using back propagation. 

3.5.4 MODULES 

 Upload Diabetes Dataset: In this module user upload dataset.  

 Pre-process & Generate Train &Test Data: This module is used to read dataset and then divide 

dataset into train and test.  

 Run GMM Algorithm: This module is used to Run GMM Algorithm.  

 Run SVM Algorithm: This module is used to Run SVM Algorithm.  

 Run ELM Algorithm: This module is used to Run ELM Algorithm.  

 Run Logistic Regression Algorithm: This module is used to Run Logistic Regression 

Algorithm.  

 Run ANN Algorithm: This module is used to Run ANN Algorithm.  

 Run Accuracy Comparison Graph: This module is used to Accuracy Comparison Graph.  

 Predict Disease on Test Data: In this module we predict diseases on test data. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1 Dataset description 

To implement this project, we are using diabetes dataset and below is the dataset example 

Pregnancies, Glucose, BloodPressure, SkinThickness, Insulin, BMI, DiabetesPedigreeFunction, Age, 

Outcome 

6,148,72,35,0,33.6,0.627,50,1 

1,85,66,29,0,26.6,0.351,31,0 

8,183,64,0,0,23.3,0.672,32,1 

1,89,66,23,94,28.1,0.167,21,0 

In above dataset all bold names are the dataset column names and all integer numbers are the values 

and in last column we have value either 0 or 1 where 0 means values are normal and 1 means diabetes 

disease is present. We will build train model using above data mining algorithms and then apply new 

test records on trained model to predict whether disease is present in test data or not. Below are some 

records from test dataset 

Pregnancies, Glucose, BloodPressure, SkinThickness, Insulin, BMI, DiabetesPedigreeFunction, Age 

11,138,76,0,0,33.2,0.42,35 

9,102,76,37,0,32.9,0.665,46 

2,90,68,42,0,38.2,0.503,27 

4,111,72,47,207,37.1,1.39,56 

3,180,64,25,70,34,0.271,26 

7,133,84,0,0,40.2,0.696,37 

In above test data we have values but not class label as 0 or 1 and when we apply above test data on 

data mining algorithms then it will predict class label for above test records. 
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In above screen x-axis represents algorithm names and y-axis represents accuracy of those algorithms 

and from above graph we can conclude that ANN is better in performance. Now click on ‘Predict 

Disease on Test Data’ button to upload test data and predict disease 

 

 

In above screen first we are displaying test values and beside it display predicted result as diabetes 

detected or not. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The diabetes prediction system is developed using five data mining classification modelling 

techniques. These models are trained and validated against a test dataset. All five models are able to 

extract patterns in response to the predictable states. The most effective model to predict patient with 

diabetes appear to be ANN followed by ELM and GMM. Although not the most effective model, the 

Logistic regression result is easier to read and interpret, what is more, the training over Logistic 

regression is very efficient. Although the ANN do outperform other data mining methods, the 

relationship between attributes and the final result is more difficult to understand.  

Although we achieved a fair accuracy over the prediction of diabetes, our study still has several 

limitations. The primary limitation of this study is its small sample size, which made it very difficult 

for any of the endpoints to achieve statistical significance. The second limitation was that we did not 

directly measure medication adherences. Finally, our data was mainly based on patient information. 

However, this study only illustrates a potential use of the data mining method. 

In the medical field accuracy in prediction of the diseases is the most important factor. In the analysis 

of data mining techniques, ANN classifier gives 92.83% of highest accuracy. Since the diabetes is a 

chronic disease, it has to be prevented before it affects people. In future, the proposed work can be 

further enhanced and expanded for the disease prediction. For instance, the feature used in this paper 

can incorporate other medical attributes. It can also consider using other data mining techniques, like 

Time Series, Clustering and Association Rules. Moreover, continuous data can be used instead of 

discrete data as well. 
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